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Both James and his son were thus devoted adherents of the
theory of the divine right of kings, though they stressed different
postulates. The father, however, was usually content to be
logical and consistent on paper, whereas the son was consistent
in trying to translate his theories into action. Unlike his father's,
his disposition was inflexible. His intellect was rigid, yet he was
capable of quibbling and giving evasive answers that might mis-
lead. His elder brother, the Prince Henry who died in his teens,
is said to have suggested that he should be made archbishop of
Canterbury, He himself said that he could never be a lawyer:
CI cannot defend the bad nor yield in a good cause/1
Charles's character augured ill for the future, inasmuch as
both the general trend of events—the spirit of the age—and the
particular circumstances in which the new reign opened called
for conciliation in order to win support for the expensive policy
now being pursued abroad.
When Charles succeeded James in 1625, ^c found that the
financial needs of the Crown compelled the prompt summoning
of parliament. The king and those who spoke in his name did
little more than assert that, as the previous parliament had
advised the present policy, the parliament would no doubt pro-
vide the necessary funds. There was from the start, however,
a disinclination among members to recognize in the extravagant
schemes now on foot the true offspring of their predecessors.
They voted two subsidies, or about one-seventh of the amount
the king needed, and then began to discuss the state of affairs,
particularly the way in which the previous grants had been
spent. Different speakers stressed different points: that no one
seemed to be any the better for the expenditure; that the king
would do well to follow Qpeen Elizabeth's example and rely
upon a, grave and wise council rather than upon one or two
favourites; that the journey to Madrid was the real cause of
the war with Spain, not any parliamentary action; that it was
well known that then articles that benefited Roman catholics
had been sanctioned, and it might be that the recent marriage
treaty with France included similar provisions; and that, after
all, the best way to secure national safety was to suppress Roman
Catholicism at horned In vain Buckingham took upon himself
the defence of the royal policy and urged prompt grant of
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